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ARTIFACT 1 PHOTOGRAPHY

The core competencies used 

here were communication 

because pictures can 

communicate ideas that cannot 

be said with words. I also had to 
learn to use a dslr camera and 

adjust shutter speed, focus and 

aperture. Further more I used 

editing software such as 

Lightroom to increase the 
contrast.



ARTIFACT 2 ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 
POSTER

I used critical thinking in the English Civil War poster because it involved making 
decisions about what strategies to use such as name calling, band wagon and glittering 
generalities which means to focus on the good about the side you are on while ignoring 
the bad.

Propaganda broadsheet for poster

The techniques I used for the broad sheet were card stacking when I show Oliver Cromwell 

protecting people from King Charles and leaving out when he killed a garrison.

I used testimonial by telling people that the military supports Cromwell. 

I did glittering generalities by saying that Cromwell was honest, trustworthy and would make a 

better leader but these are vague terms and I didn’t provide proof or examples.

I used transfer by relating Cromwell to the military. 

I said that Cromwell was a soldier and not a king to use plain folks. 

I used band wagon by saying the military is on Cromwell’s side. 





ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 
PROPAGANDA

Learning about these propaganda techniques makes me aware when 
advertisements are trying to use tricks to make money such as when I saw an 
add for a car that was being promoted by a famous person which is the 
testimonial strategy.



ARTIFACT 3 ABOUT THE FUTURE

The core competency is creative thinking because it involves thinking of what 
might be in the future. It was written in grade 8. I also searched the internet for 
ideas and created some myself.

I think it can be creative thinking as well because some ideas 

were original.




